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Abstract 
This paper considers the possibilities offered by the 
application of techniques from the field of artificial 
intelligence (AI) to the newer field of web services (WS). 
Current commercial and research-based efforts are 
reviewed and positioned within the two fields. Particular 
attention is given to the application of AI techniques to the 
important issue of WS composition. Within the range of AI 
technologies considered, we focus on the work of the 
Semantic Web and Agent-based communities to provide 
WSs with semantic descriptions and intelligent behaviour 
and reasoning capabilities. Re-composition of web services 
is also considered and a number of adaptive agent 
approaches are introduced, including our own, to achieve 
this. 
 
1. Introduction 
Research in the web service (WS) and artificial intelligence 
(AI) communities is coming together to develop solutions 
that will take us to the next and more mature generation of 
the WWW. The composition of web services to create a 
value-chain greater than the sum of the parts is a key part 
of what can be expected. The fulfillment of the vision of 
the web as an information-providing and world-altering 
provider of services [29] is not far away. More futuristic is 
the notion of serendipitous interoperability which Lassila 
[27] defines as “the ability of software systems to discover 
and utilize services they have not seen before, and that 
were not considered when the systems were designed”. In 
both visions the services and outcomes may be the same. 
However, the difference between the two visions is that the 
first can be achieved through static and manual solutions 
and the second requires dynamic and automated solutions. 
While helpful for the first, the addition of semantic content 
on the web is essential to enable automatic discovery and 
composition of multiple services. It is natural that earlier 
work in the field of AI will assist in realization of the 
(artificially) intelligent web.  
The work on the Web Services Modeling Framework1 
(WSMF) is an example of AI being applied to this new 
field. WSMF offers the combined use of ontologies, goal 
(problem-type) repositories, web service descriptions and 
mediators to handle interoperability issues. The agent 
community, which is primarily AI-based, have also been 
actively conducting WS related research. Examples are the 
FIPA-led work that allows agents to use web service 
infrastructure and the inclusion of a web services track at 
the recent AgentCities [26].  
Our own distributed agent-based work and the Agent 
Factory [6], originates from our earlier AI research into 
complex knowledge based systems and generic task based 
configuration. On the one hand, our work on planning and 
automated configuration offers a way of composing web 
services. On the other hand, WSs potentially provide us 
with components needed to achieve an implementation of 
our design. Through the addition of techniques from the 
Semantic Web community, the benefits of combining our 
agent technology with WSs has been mutual.  
This paper offers a review of research that overlaps the 
fields of WS and AI. In the following section we describe 
web services and the need for semantics to be added. In 
section 3 we look at how the Semantic Web community, 
within the field of AI, are offering semantics. In section 4 
we present AI-based research to address the discovery of 
WSs. In section 5 we consider both commercial and AI-
based techniques for WS composition. In section 6, the 
notion of re-composition of WS is considered and how 
adaptive agent technology, including our own, can address 
this problem. We conclude with future directions for the 
role of AI in the web services field. 
 
2. Web Services  
As is typical in new fields, there are a number of 
definitions of a web service. According to the W3C, “a web 
service is a software application identified by a URI, whose 
interfaces and binding are capable of being defined, 
described and discovered by XML artefacts and supports 
direct interactions with other software applications using 
XML based messages via Internet-based protocols” [46]. 
We find this definition overly-focused on the technical 
aspects of a web service. A more business-oriented 
definition which supports the idea of services as providing 
a value-chain  is “a self-contained, internet-enabled 
application capable not only of performing business 
activities on its own, but also possessing the ability to 
engage other web services in order to complete higher-
order business transactions” [48]. The definition that most 
fits with our intended use of WSs as components in the 
Agent Factory is given by the Stencil2 group who define a 
WS as “loosely coupled, reusable software components that 
semantically encapsulate discrete functionality and are 
distributed and programmatically accessible over standard 
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Figure 1: WS architecture (adapted from [38]) 
internet protocols”. The three definitions offered differ in 
their emphasis on technology, business and software 
engineering but all encapsulate the self-contained, modular, 
composable and distributed nature of WS.   
These four characteristics of WS are well supported by 
a layered-architecture where the base is a well-established 
transport layer, as shown in Figure 1. In each layer we give 
an example of a major standard. In italics we position the 
work reported in this paper. The next layer up uses the 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) which is an XML-
based communication protocol for exchanging data in 
decentralized and distributed environments via typed 
message exchange and remote calls. The service 
description layer includes the XML-based Web Service 
Description Language (WSDL). The next layer is split into 
two main types of WS technologies: ones that support 
single service advertising and discovery and ones that 
support service composition. For service registration and 
discovery there is the Universal Description, Discovery and 
Integration (UDDI) (by IBM, Microsoft and Ariba) 
standard service repository. To provide some very basic 
semantics (such as identification via a product 
classification code) one or more tModel descriptions may 
be attached to a service. For service composition there are a 
myriad of possible solutions. Figure 1 just includes the 
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services 
(BPEL4WS)3 which has grown out of the early offerings 
WS Flow Language (WSFL) (IBM) [28] and XLANG 
(Microsoft) [41] (an extension of the W3C’s Web Services 
Description Language (WSDL)).  
 
3. Semantic description of Web Services 
WSDL, SOAP and UDDI are seen as steps in the right 
direction but ones that will fail to achieve the goals of 
improved automation and interoperability, because they 
rely on a priori standardisation and require humans in the 
loop [27]. To support automated reasoning, knowledge 
representations (such as markup languages) will be needed 
that express both data and rules for reasoning. The ability 
to dynamically locate and compose web services based on 
their semantic description will rely on the richness of the 
description and the robustness of the matching techniques 
used. Ontologies will be used to enable definition and 
comprehension of meaningful content. These are the 
concerns of the Semantic Web community. Additionally, 
agents will be needed to interpret the content and transform 
user requests into optimized delivered solutions.  
The Intelligent Brokering Service for Knowledge-
Component Reuse on the WWW (IBROW)4 can be seen as 
a forerunner of the Semantic Web. In IBROW problem 
solving methods (PSMs) and ontologies were the 
components being configured, the current focus is on WS 
configuration. PSMs and ontologies when used together are 
also capable of delivering services. 
The most significant work that has been done to 
describe web services has been conducted by the DAML-S 
coalition [40]. The matching of service providers and 
service requesters via semantic descriptions of the services 
are key goals of this work. DAML-S uses the DAML+OIL 
specification language (which extends the weak semantics 
of RDF(S)) to define a number of ontologies that can be 
specifically used to describe web services. DAML-S is 
built on the AI-based action metaphor where each service is 
either an atomic/primitive or composite/complex action. 
Knowledge preconditions and knowledge effects are 
handled via the inputs and outputs of the web service [29]. 
The DAML-S coalition are providing solutions to work 
with current WS standards. For example, a DAML-S 
service grounding definition can be mapped to a WSDL 
definition of the service. A number of approaches to 
service discovery and composition that we discuss in the 
following sections use or extend the DAML-S web service 
ontologies. 
 
4. Discovering Web Services 
Discovery involves locating and/or matchmaking 
against some selection criteria. An earlier AI system, Lark  
[39], which involved annotation of agent capabilities to 
enable them to be located and brokered, clearly solved a 
problem similar to the discovery of WS by a middle agent. 
This work has developed into the DAML-S Matchmaker5. 
To support matchmaking a number of filters may be 
configured by the user to achieve the desired tradeoff 
between performance and matching quality. These filters 
include: word frequency comparison, ontology similarity 
matching, ontology subsumption matching, and constraint 
matching.  
[11] offer an alternative to sequential searching when 
matchmaking an agent with a service request. They point 
out that finding possible partners via matching of service 
advertisements with requests is not enough. To support 
runtime interactions we need smarter behaviour to handle 
components that are not quite what was requested and 
combining several partial components to meet the original 
request. The solution to overcome sequential searching is 
the conversion of the concepts into number intervals and 
the use inheritance hierarchies to determine subclass and 
equality relations.  A generalised search tree is used to 
handle partial matches.  
The feasibility of matchmaking largely depends on the 
annotation of web services. AI can also be applied to this 
problem. A number of markup tools have been developed 
for document markup and these could be applied to the 
semantic description of WSs. The SHOE Knowledge 
Annotator [19] uses ontologies to guide knowledge 
annotation. To produce RDF-based markup, COHSE [1] or 
AeroDAML [24] can be used. These approaches start with 
descriptions in DAML+OIL and DAML, respectively. 
These approaches support automatic conversion of markup 
languages but do not support information extraction or 
automatic markup. OntoMat [18] does support some form 
of automated extraction of semantics. OntoMat combines 
the resource with its DAML-S markup. The MnM [44] 
approach additionally stores the annotations in a knowledge 
base. Automated markup in MnM is achieved using 
techniques from knowledge engineering, machine learning 
and natural language processing. 
[22] have developed a query language that is used to 
find services. The solution to finding services is to first 
describe the service using the process ontology with the 
assistance of the MIT Process Handbook. The Handbook is 
large and allows reuse to assist in ontology definition. 
Next, the ontology is indexed by breaking it down into its 
components such as attributes, ports, dependencies, 
subtasks and exceptions. The requester can form a query in 
the query language that will use the index to find matches.  
Clearly AI is already contributing solutions for locating, 
matchmaking, querying and annotation of WS to facilitate 
their discovery. Discovery of web services is an important 
issue as it is a prerequisite to their use. However, the real 
value of web services lies in their composition.  
 
5. Composing Web Services 
Web service composition can be simply defined as: “the 
problem of composing autonomous services to achieve new 
functionality” [33]. WS composition is not just an 
alternative to application development but a means of 
reducing the application backlog problem because: many 
services are moving online; integration is easier since WSs 
conform to the HTTP protocol and many independent 
providers have related services that need to be combined to 
satisfy user requirements. The rigidity and lack of 
intelligence of current solutions has spawned a number of 
research projects from a number of other research fields.   
The work by [42] has arisen from experience in the 
distributed systems and networking fields. They have 
developed the Infrastructure for Composability at Runtime 
of Internet Services (ICARIS). They have extended WSDL 
to develop the Web Services Offerings Language (WSOL). 
They offer flexibility and adaptability but their approach is 
very alternative. Instead of trying to solve the problem of 
how to find services dynamically and combine them, they 
focus on the situation where providers and requestors are 
already matched but will at times either make changes to 
their services or requests. A service is seen to have 
numerous offerings. The functionality will be the same but 
the constraints will differ such as authorisation rights and 
QoS. They suggest that a limited number of classes of 
services be offered and described. Then using WSOL they 
are able to specialise the classes into offerings. Their 
solution offers dynamic switching between offerings. From 
a commercial point of view the notion of offerings makes 
sense as customers  probably prefer to do business with 
companies they already know and businesses want to 
maintain their existing client base.  
The work at Hewlett Packard laboratories on eFlow [9] 
is similar in that dynamic composition involves automatic 
adaptation of the configuration at runtime according to the 
requests of the individual customer. The approach is driven 
by the view that composition adds value but to stay 
competitive, composition needs to be dynamic as services 
offered need to adapt to stay competitive. Their goal is to 
allow dynamic change in service processes with no or 
minimal human intervention. While they take a business 
process perspective they point out that web services are less 
static, predictable or repetitive compared to “traditional” 
business processes. Similar to most current commercial 
solutions, dynamic composition is made possible due to the 
use of a central repository that has clients and providers 
already attached to it. 
The notion of generic solutions that are customized 
according to user constraints is a recurring theme in much 
of the literature.  [37] also look at composition as the 
selection of possible services based on user specified 
criteria. They offer a centralized, pipes and filters 
architecture with two main components: a composer (user 
interface) and an inference engine (IE) component (which 
includes a knowledge base of known services). The 
inference engine is an OWL reasoner and includes axioms 
to find all relevant entailments, such as the inheritance 
relation between two classes which may not have been 
made explicit. The user identifies some criteria that the 
service must satisfy. The matchmaker (IE) selects services 
that might be suitable based on those criteria and the 
composer shows them to the user. Suitable services for 
composition are ones whose output can be an input to a 
selected service. While execution of WS may be performed 
automatically, the actual task of composition is performed 
by a human using the services suggested by the system.  
Model-based reasoning is a common technique 
employed in AI approaches. In SWORD [33] entity-
relationship modeling of services is performed by “base 
service modelers” to produce a “world model”. After 
building a world model for each service, a composition 
model is developed that models each service as an action. 
An expert system is used to automatically determine if the 
composite service can be created with existing services and if so a 
plan of execution is generated.    
In summary, a number of solutions are offered to provide web 
service composition. The approaches described in this section 
show that composition can be assisted through the use of class 
definitions, inheritance hierarchies and model and rule-based 
reasoning. In many cases, decision making is left to humans. The 
only automated composition offered is in limited situations where 
a central repository is used and the requestor and provider are part 
of the same system. However, the web is distributed in nature. 
Intelligent reasoning and collaboration between services is needed 
to handle this complexity. Agents are capable of both.   
 
6. Agents and Web Services 
The autonomous and reasoning capabilities of agents make 
them well suited for handling cross-organisational decision 
making. For example, agents can be used to (re)negotiate 
contracts which would then require: determination of which 
processes are needed to fulfil the contract; creation of new 
business processes; and adaptation of existing business processes. 
Two main agent-oriented approaches exist: use wrappers to make 
WS behave like agents and; using agents to orchestrate WS. 
6.1 Adding Behaviour to WS via Agents Wrappers 
WS are componential, independent, software applications 
similar to agents. However, agents are also reactive, social and 
capable of reasoning [47]. If we wish web services to work 
together, we need to give them social and reasoning capabilities. 
This can be achieved by wrapping a service in an agent. In the 
work of [8], a composition language is used to create an agent 
wrapper which allows services to collaborate. The created agent 
has first–order reasoning abilities that have been derived from the 
DAML-S description of the service. This then allows one agent-
wrapped service to know what other agent-wrapped services are 
capable of doing and whether they can assist in the service/agent 
meeting its goals. [23] also offer an agent-based wrapper approach 
to web services. They have developed a tool for creating wrappers 
so that web sources can be queried in a similar manner to 
databases. They then use an interactive, hierarchical constraint 
propagation system to perform integration. As in [37], the end-
user interacts via a GUI to manage the orchestration. The Racing 
project6 offers a mediator architecture also using agent wrappers 
that are structured into a hierarchy. A number of different agent 
wrappers are supported: user, query translation, query planning, 
resource wrapper, ontology, matchmaking, cloning and 
coordination agents. The use of agent wrappers is a way of 
allowing multi-agent system technology to be applied to web 
services.  
 
6.2. Composing Web Services using Agents  
The work of [29] combines ideas from the Semantic Web, 
Knowledge Representation and Agent communities to allow WSs 
to be composed. Their goal is to “construct reusable, high-level 
generic procedures, and to archive them in shareable (DAML-S) 
generic-procedures ontologies so that multiple users can access 
them”. In the approach, WSs and user constraints are marked up 
in DAML-S. A generic task procedure is selected by the user and 
given to the DAML(-S) enabled agent, who customises the 
procedure according to the user specific constraints. The generic 
procedures are written in an extended version of ConGolog, a 
situation calculus agent programming language, and executed 
using a Prolog inference engine. Others provide agent-oriented 
languages for web service description. [10] propose an Agent 
Service Description Language (ASDL) and Agent Service 
Composition Language (ASCL). ASDL is an extension to WSDL 
and captures external behaviour via a finite state machine. Their 
work is based on the argument that composition requires more 
than description of the data, but also requires a strong 
representation of actions and processes. A number of approaches 
are focused on the design of agent systems with web services as 
the components. [3] has developed WARP (Workflow 
Automation through Agent-based Reflective Processes) that uses 
the XML and WSDL standards. The goal is automatic 
configuration and management of low-level services 
(components). The software engineering development process that 
has been developed is semi-automatic involving multiple software 
agents and a human workflow designer. They support 
visualisation of the process based on activity diagrams in UML.   
Niersatz [31] argues that (re-)composability is a distinguishing 
feature of open systems. We have considered some approaches 
which support the use of agents to reason about and coordinate 
services over the ultimate open system, the web. In some of these 
approaches, composition involves reuse and specialization of 
generic components. As [29] point out, services often provide 
multiple outputs, only some of which may be needed as inputs to 
a subsequent service. Sometimes additional services will be 
needed to overcome a mismatch in inputs and/or outputs. Such 
shortcomings in the original configuration may require 
recomposition of WSs. To achieve this may involve adapation of 
the agent’s behaviour, since web services are by nature closed and 
immutable.  
 
6.3 (Re-)composition and Adaptable Agents 
The ability of agents to adapt according to changes in system 
requirements and the environment is important to enable dynamic 
and reactive behaviour.  
Agents may be adapted in a number of different ways. The 
knowledge and facts that an agent uses may be adapted for 
example the agent may use a client profile that changes according 
to the clients activities (e.g. [45]. This type of adaptation typically 
involves machine learning, e.g. [25]. An agent may also adapt its 
interface according to the platform on which it is being used (e.g. 
[brand]. A third type of adaptation, and the type of adaptation we 
are concerned with, is adaptation of the agent’s functionality. 
There is limited work in this area. Semi-automatic agent creation 
tools such as AGENTBUILDER [34], D’AGENTS/ AGENT/TCL 
[17], ZEUS [32] and PARADE [2] could possibly be extended to 
support agent adaptation.  
Following the use of compositionality in the major software 
engineering paradigms (e.g. functional programming [21], object-
oriented programming [4], component-based programming [20] 
and the Factory design pattern [16], we have developed an Agent 
Factory [6]. The approach is based on the use of components, the 
general agent model (GAM) and the DESIRE formal knowledge-
level modelling and specification framework for multi-agent 
systems [7]. Our agent (re-)structuring approach allows an agent 
to automatically adapt by reusing existing components. Our 
approach is a combination of process-oriented and object-oriented 
approaches by treating processes as the 'active' parts of our agent, 
which are our agent components, and classes as the 'passive' part 
of our agent, which are the data types used in the agent 
components. We are currently exploring whether DAML-S 
descriptions of web services are adequate for automated 
configuration of web services by the Agent Factory. Our initial 
report on how the Agent Factory can be used to perform this task 
is found in [43]. Our observations and recommendations regarding 
DAML-S are given in [35]. 
The work by [12], which is also called the Agent Factory and 
based on the notion of design patterns, assists human designers in 
functional design, and the configuration of software components 
to fulfil the conceptual design specified by the designers, 
depending on the agent platform that is to be used.  Our approach 
does more: it automates the creation and redesign of both the 
conceptual and operational design based on the requirements on 
function, behaviour and state of an agent. Our use of web services 
as components is a further distinguishing feature. 
While not currently working in the WS area, the AdaptAgent 
[30] approach, bring together adaptive workflow and agent 
research. They consider how agents can be used to collaborate to 
perform a workflow and  make workflow more intelligent and 
how workflow can be used to organise a set of agents and 
coordinate interaction between people and agents. 
The reuse of knowledge has also been a widely researched 
topic and the creation of libraries of problem solving methods [36] 
and generic task models [7] offer a similar idea to the functional 
components in our agent factory. The IBROW project, mentioned 
earlier, has even more in common with our approach by semi-
automatically configuring intelligent problem solvers using 
problem solving methods as building blocks. They use mappings 
to act as glue between the components which are modeled as 
CORBA objects. Unlike our approach, their architecture is 
restricted to specific languages and architectures, they only 
support semi-automation and they do not distinguish between 
conceptual and implementation level designs.  
 
7. Discussion and Future Directions  
 
An interesting phenomena of AI research is that when a 
problem becomes solved it no longer holds any mystery and 
moves from being called AI to being just another part of 
information processing. This phenomena was first noted by 
Donald Michie and is thus known as the Michie effect [15]. 
Examples of the assimilation of AI concepts into mainstream data 
processing are the use of machine learning techniques in 
knowledge discovery from databases, the inclusion of business 
rules in database technologies and the use of ontologies for 
information systems development.  
Similarly, AI-based research will benefit B2B, e-commerce 
and internet applications requiring knowledge-level 
interoperability of information systems and intelligent processing 
by agents. Advances in natural language technology research will 
assist discovery of web services and agents will play an important 
role in using web services to satisfy user requests.  
The current trend towards interoperability of systems and 
integration of technologies will continue and increase the need for 
standards. Standards, as mentioned in section 2, are emerging for 
web services. As the roles of agents on the web increases, further 
work is required in the area of communication standards between 
agents and web services. For invocation, the Java Agent Services 
(JAS) project is developing an industry standard and API for 
network agent and service architectures. JAS does not, however, 
specify how an ACL message can be translated into the format 
needed by the web service. HP BlueJade also does not describe 
how agents can use SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, etc, or say how 
services and agents can communicate [26].  
Existing agent platforms may need to be adapted to handle the 
specific requirements of web services. In this direction, CMU 
have proposed the RETSINA7 agent architecture for web-based 
agents. The RETSINA functional architecture includes four basic 
types of agents: interface, task, information and middle agents 
who communicate via a special agent communication language. 
Each of these agents includes four reusable modules: 
communication and coordination, planning, scheduling and 
monitoring. The middle agent plays a critical role in matching 
providers with requesters and is offered as a solution to the 
heterogeneous nature of agents over the web.  
The work of the Semantic Web community to provide 
semantic description of web services will play a key role in 
enabling agents to automatically compose web services. We are 
more than interested onlookers in these developments. While it is 
still early days, the incorporation of ideas from AI is already 
proving to be mutually beneficial.    
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